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v13.1.0.19 Final.Q: how to stop
inner html element from

reflecting on screen I've got a
d3.js scatter plot, where you
can click to draw lines on the
scatter plot, and this line is

displayed on the screen. In the
code below, you can see that
you can click on the red dot
and the red line is displayed,

but if you click on the black dot
it will also draw a red line

there, which is a result of the
nested divs being inside a

figure, the figure being inside a
div, and the div being inside
body. I want to only have the
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red line display in the red dot
and leave the rest of the divs
invisible. Code: red red A: I

guess you want to use opacity
instead of display: none. Like

this: red 6d1f23a050
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